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---------------------
-------- The Regfind
utility currently has
the following
versions and
platforms supported:
*NT 3.5 *Windows 2000
*Windows XP *Windows
98 *Windows 95 *Mac
OS X (including the
PowerPC and Intel
versions) *Linux
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*Freebsd Regfind is
distributed as a perl
module and does not
require installation.
The latest version of
RegFind for NT is
supplied within the
distro of
IntelliFind. To
install it:
---------------------
C:\> perl -MCPAN -e
'install regfind'
Note: Make sure you
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have the MSIE32.EXE &
MSIEXX.EXE patches
installed. If that is
not done then it will
install a separate
version and it will
not work.
Alternatively you can
use:
---------------------
"C:\Programs\wget.exe
" "" -O "C:\Programs\
regfind.zip" It is
recommended to run
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this command with
administrator
privileges. In order
to use Regfind from
the command line you
must use the "-h"
parameter. Here is an
example of using the
command line: -------
------------------
C:\> c:\regfind\regfi
nd\regfind.exe -h
RegFind Version 1.4
(Developer Preview)
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(C) Intellisoft
Technologies 1998
Copyright (c) 1998
Aleksej Klimenko The
utility can be
downloaded from: or
from the developer's
web site: -----------
---------------------
---------------------
Requirements:
---------- *Win32
*Windows 95 or NT 3.5
or later *WinXP Home
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or Professional
*Win2000 Home
*Windows 2000 *OS X
*FreeBSD Windows NT
3.5 can be used with
the Windows 95 or the
Windows 98 Patches
which are supplied
within the distro of
IntelliFind. The
versions of NT
supported are: NT
3.51 (32 and 64 bit)
NT 3.51a (64 bit) NT
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3.51b (64 bit) Note:
If you have the Win95
or Win98 Patches, it
will install separate
versions and it will
not

Intellisoft RegFind Free Download (2022)

Written in pure C,
this is the first
version of a RegFind
application for
windows NT. It is
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written to make use
of the excellent
memchr function which
allows searching
through a string.
Intellisoft RegFind
Cracked 2022 Latest
Version Works:
RegFind takes a
string to be searched
through. It will then
search for that
string in the
appropriate key in
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the win32 registry
and return the value
of the key if the
string is found. If
the string is not
found it will print
out the last key
listed if the "last"
key is set or if it
doesn't exist then it
returns the
"hkey_drive_c" key if
set. The key being
looked for must have
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a tag prefix which is
one of the following.
Empty - Not searching
through a key
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE"
- Machine wide keys
"HKEY_CURRENT_USER" -
User specific keys
"HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT" -
All per user keys
"HKEY_USERS" - User
specific keys
"HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG"
- Machine wide keys "
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HKEY_PERFORMANCE_DATA
" - User specific
keys "HKEY_PERFORMANC
E_TABLES" - User
specific keys "HKEY_M
ACHINE_RESOURCES" -
Machine wide keys
"HKEY_DYN_DATA" -
User specific keys "H
KEY_PERFORMANCE_COUNT
ER_TABLES" - User
specific keys
"HKEY_CURRENT_THEM" -
Machine wide keys "HK
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EY_PERFORMANCE_COUNTE
R_TABLES" - User
specific keys
"HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG"
- Machine wide keys
"HKEY_CLASSES_ROOT" -
All per user keys
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE"
- Machine wide keys
"HKEY_USERS" - User
specific keys
"HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG"
- Machine wide keys "
HKEY_PERFORMANCE_DATA
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" - User specific
keys
"HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE"
- Machine wide keys
"HKEY_USERS" - User
specific keys
"HKEY_CURRENT_CONFIG"
- Machine wide keys
You can find the full
list of tags at the
end of this document.
Can RegFind be used?
b7e8fdf5c8
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Intellisoft RegFind Crack [Latest]

Name: Intellisoft
RegFind Description:
It's a very easy to
use registry search
utility. Just specify
the key-name of the
registry item you
want to search, and
Intellisoft RegFind
will search for it.
You can specify a
complete key-name
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(e.g. HKLM\Software
otepad\Version\ etc)
or just the name of
the key's first value
(e.g. Version) You
can also search for
values of a specific
type (int, string, or
boolean) or for a
wild-card character.
You can specify the
data of specific type
if you want to search
for that data at that
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specific value of the
registry key. This
can be quite useful
when you have to
search for keys that
contain user-data.
For instance, if you
want to find out if
an application is
installed, you can
search the registry
for the name of that
application and for
the value that
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contains its
executable-path. You
can also specify the
registry-data to be
searched by using the
RegFind Mask-
specifier. The
available types are:
Hex-string, Decimal-
number, Boolean (true
/ false), Unicode-
String (string in any
code-page), String,
Enum, UUID, Byte-
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Array (can be found
in registry when a
key is of type
REG_SZ), DWORD,
KEY_VALUE_PAIR,
Object-array, File-
path and more... You
can use the RegFind
exact-specifier if
you want to make sure
that the specified
registry-data is
exactly at that
registry-location.
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There is no need to
export your Registry
to search it. It can
be done on the fly if
you need to do it.
Additional Features:
This version can use
the full registry-
path for keys that
are not in HKLM. For
instance you can
search for keys under
a Software folder for
a specific key. For
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instance you can
search for keys under
HKLM\Software\Classes
\. If the tool is
unable to locate that
key it will report
the full-registry
path of the key in
question. You can set
a shortcut to this
tool by right-
clicking on the
tool's executable in
your start-menu and
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selecting 'Set as
start-up-tool'. The
tool can read the
registry data of a
key using the key
name as index to
access the registry-
data. For instance
you can search for a
key called
"DefaultDisplay" and
the tool will look

What's New In?
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The Intellisoft
RegFind utility
allows users to do
detailed searches
through the Windows
NT registry. RegFind
allows the user to
search through the
registry by Key,
Value, or By Least
Value. RegFind is a
standardised way of
search which makes it
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easy to use. Its
flexible and easy to
use. You can search
by: Key Value Least
Value Value data
String Intellisoft
RegFind Purpose:
Intellisoft RegFind
allows the user to
find specific windows
NT keys and values.
This utility is meant
for those users which
are very familiar
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with the Windows NT
registry. You can
find specific keys
using the Key field.
Intellisoft RegFind
Functionality: Key
Value Least Value
Value Data String
Intellisoft RegFind
Availability:
Intellisoft RegFind
is the accepted
standard utility for
Windows NT users who
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are looking for this
function. There are
little to no problems
which are associated
with the use of
Intellisoft RegFind.
The program is very
easy to use and the
results are clear and
easy to understand.
Intellisoft RegFind
is the Windows NT
registry tool for
searching. This is
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the first version of
the program and is
meant for use with NT
and other win32
platforms. It has
been tested with NT
3.5. Regfind started
off as a perl utility
for Windows NT but
this version has
rewritten in C. It
has not undergone
exhaustive testing
and hence I would
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welcome any bug-
reports you might
have. This utility
does not write to the
registry and should,
therefore, not cause
any damage to it.
Microsoft has stated
over and over again
that modifications to
the registry can
render the system
unusable. Regfind
does not modify the
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registry in any way.
Intellisoft RegFind
Description: The
Intellisoft RegFind
utility allows users
to do detailed
searches through the
Windows NT registry.
RegFind allows the
user to search
through the registry
by Key, Value, or By
Least Value. RegFind
is a standardised way
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of search which makes
it easy to use. Its
flexible and easy to
use. You can search
by: Key Value Least
Value Value data
String Intellisoft
RegFind Purpose:
Intellisoft RegFind
allows the user to
find specific windows
NT keys and values.
This utility is meant
for those users which
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are very familiar
with the Windows NT
registry. You can
find specific
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System Requirements For Intellisoft RegFind:

4GB RAM Windows
XP/7/8/8.1/10 2.0 GHz
Dual-Core CPU 500 MB
available space (700
MB recommended)
Compatible wireless
network card
Download: Manage your
own public Telegram
channels on your
website with ease!
The code is built on
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a simple framework
based on PHP and
Javascript, with all
the logic written in
PHP. This means that
all the changes made
to your account can
be done through code,
so there is no need
to have a
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